
MOON 390 NEW Fixed-Output mode
DAC, MiND2 Network player, Preamplifier, Headphone Amplifier, with phono stage 

We are pleased to announce a new feature
for the MOON 390. Due to significant
demand for using the 390 as a source
component, the MOON R&D department is
proud to introduce a new Fixed-Output
mode. You may already consider the
MOON 390 a fantastic preamplifier. Many
owners choose it for the excellent
performance of its streaming DAC. Others
love its stunning phono preamp. In Fixed-
Output mode, the 390 can become a
dedicated streaming DAC and phono
preamp with a standard line-level output,
like combining a higher-performance 280D
with a higher-performance 110LP v2 in a
single device! 

As you probably know, there are three pairs of analog outputs located on the rear panel of the 390. By 
default, there are two sets (XLR and RCA) of variable-volume outputs and one pair (RCA) of fixed-
volume outputs. Now, thanks to the latest firmware update, users may configure all three outputs as 
fixed-volume outputs to deliver a line-level signal to an integrated amplifier (340i X, 600i v2, and 700i 
v2), a separate preamplifier (740P), or a headphone amplifier (430HA). By default, volume commands 
transmitted to the 390 from the MiND Controller app directly control the 390. When the output volume 
is set to “fixed”, they are relayed via SimLink to the next MOON device. Even when the 390 is used in 
Fixed-Output mode, pressing the “Spk Off” button to use headphones temporarily reenables volume 
control for the Phones output.

To convert all the outputs to fixed-level outputs: 
1. Press the “Setup” button. 
2. Select “VARIABLE OUT” 
3. Select “FIXED” 

Please note that the fixed output signal will be at a typical line level. Before activating Fixed-Output 
mode, lower the volume of the preamp or integrated amp to which the 390 is connected.  
We hope this feature facilitates new system configurations and increases your opportunities to add the 
versatile MOON 390 to your next creative installation. 


